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Abstract — A post-Viterbi processor has found wide acceptance
in recording systems since it can correct dominant error events
at the channel detector output using only a few parity bits, and
thereby significantly reduce the correction capacity loss of the
error correction code. This paper presents two novel techniques
for minimizing the mis-correction of a post-Viterbi processor
based on an error detection code. One is a method for achieving
a low probability of mis-selection in actual error-type. The other
is a method for achieving a low probability of mis-positioning in
error-location of an occurred error event. Simulation results
show that an application of these techniques to conventional
post-Viterbi processor considerably reduces the probability of
mis-correction and the performance approaches the
corresponding bit error rate and symbol error rate bound.
Index Terms — Error detection code, dominant error
event, matched-filtering type post-Viterbi processor, cyclic
redundancy check code.
I. INTRODUCTION
The demand for high-density digital data storage systems has
been growing steadily. Although technological innovations in the
design of recording media and head are key to achieving high
density recording systems, the role of sophisticated coding and
signal processing techniques for data recovery is increasingly
becoming crucial in supporting and augmenting these
advancements.G
To further improve the performance under aggressive recording
conditions, currently, there is a great deal of activity exploring
turbo coding and soft iterative decoding for future storage products
[1]-[3]. Turbo codes and low-density parity-check (LDPC) codes
are promising soft error correction codes (ECC) with potential to
approach the channel capacity. However, due to the high
implementation complexity and long latency, these schemes have
so far not found their way to commercial recording systems. In
recent years, there has been also a lot of interest in error detection
codes that have error correction properties [4]-[10]. The reason is
that unlike the situation in conventional read channels, where ECC
is expected to correct all the errors at the output of the constrained
decoder, dominant error events can be corrected by the application
of a low redundancy error detection code. This error detection code
is an inner ECC, which could correct dominant error events at the
channel detector output, using only a few parity bits. In this way,
the correction capacity loss of the outer ECC is significantly
reduced and the error propagation of the modulation decoder is
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also minimized. Compared with the iteratively decodable codes,
the error detection codes based approach, which is referred to postViterbi processor (or maximum likelihood (ML) post-processor),
has found wide acceptance since the performance-complexity
trade-off offered by these codes is very attractive and affordable.
This approach has been widely studied for magnetic recording
channels [4][6]-[10], and for DVD optical recording systems [5].
There has been unignorable mis-correction of a post-Viterbi
processor due to channel impairments [5][6]. This paper proposes
two new techniques for reducing mis-correction of a post-Viterbi
processor based on an error detection code. One is a technique for
minimizing the probability of mis-selection that the actual error
event is judged as the incorrect one. The other is a technique for
minimizing the probability of mis-positioning in error-location of
an occurred error event. The performance has been evaluated under
perpendicular magnetic recording channel. The techniques can be
also applied to optical storage systems for performance
improvement.
The paper is organized as the following. We firstly start with
some preliminaries in Section II. Section III introduces new
techniques and their examples for reducing the miss-correction. In
Section IV, simulation results are given. Finally, conclusion is
given in Section V.
II. PRELIMINARIES
In storage systems, data is encoded by an error detection
encoder [10]-[12] to form codeword a=[ a1 , a2 , a3 ,..., aN ] with
length N before it is transmitted. An equalizer reshapes the
codeword transmitted through a readback channel into a
sequence that is matched to a channel target response, and then
ML detector recovers the codeword from the output of
equalizer q=[q1 , q2 , q3 ,..., qN ] based on Viterbi algorithm.
ˆ aˆ1 , aˆ2 , aˆ 3 ,..., aˆ N ] from the
However, the recovered codeword a=[
ML detector may contain errors caused by noise on the readback
channel.
The performance of a partial response maximum likelihood
(PRML) system can be improved by employing a post-Viterbi
processor [4]-[10] that corrects a dominant error event at the
output of a detector. An error detection decoder computes a
syndrome to check for the presence of errors in the recovered
codeword. When the syndrome is non-zero, a post-Viterbi
processor is activated. The post-Viterbi processor first calculates
the error signal eq , k qk  qˆk between an output signal of an
equalizer qk and a signal qˆk

¦

Lg 1
l 0

gl aˆk l

generated by

convolution of an output of ML decoder with a channel target
response g (D) g0  g1D,...,  gL 1DL 1 , where D is one-symbol
g

g

delay. The error signal is then passed to a bank of matched filters
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corresponding to the dominant error events. Here, the matchedfilter for a given error event is the time-reversed version of the
convolution between the error event and the channel target
response. The outputs (namely, likelihood values) of the matched
filters are normalized by subtracting a set of offset values ( K j s)
associated with the corresponding error events. The maximum
normalized output is used to determine the error-location of the
corresponding error event, for each matched-filter. The resulting
normalized maximum outputs of all the filters are compared and
the largest one is selected. The error event ê chosen from
conventional post-Viterbi processor is given by
Lg 1
° Nt
½°
ê= arg max ®¦ eq , k ( ¦ gl eij, k  l )  K j ¾ ,
l 0
°k 1
eij{1,2,..., N } ¯
¿°

III. ADVANCED POST-VITERBI PROCOESSOR
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Conventional post-Viterbi processor performs the error
correction of an occurred error event based on the error-type
and its likely error starting position corresponding to the largest
likelihood value. The correction based on the largest one is the
possibility of mis-selection that the actual error event is judged
as the incorrect one in case that the largest one is similar to the
other ones. In order to reduce the possibility, the paper
introduces an error correction technique of an occurred error
event that considers the other ones as well as the largest
likelihood value among the outputs of the matched filters. The
technique is referred to “list-correction” in the paper.

and

i, i  1,..., i  Le  1 is the k-th element of

j
i

error event e with length Le of type j, starting at position
i  {1, 2,..., N } . Finally, based on an error-type j and error

starting position i of an error event ê corresponding to the
largest likelihood value, the error event is corrected by the
post-Viterbi processor. However, it is observed that there has
been unignorable mis-correction of a post-Viterbi processor
due to correlated noise and residual inter-symbol interference
[5][6]. The mis-correction can be classified into mis-selection
in actual error-type and mis-positioning in error-location of an
occurred error event.
An error detection code [10]-[12] with a primitive (or a nonprimitive) generator polynomial of degree m produces the same
syndrome sequence of period (2m-1) (or period < (2m-1)) with
different order of syndrome values for any dominant/nondominant error events. Accordingly, in addition to the detection
of an occurrence of an error event, the error detection code can
generate a set of likely error starting positions for each
detectable error event based on the syndrome corresponding to
the recovered codeword, which is the output sequence of PRML
system. Moreover, the size of the set can be decreased by
checking whether bit pattern between each starting position and
ending position can generate the corresponding error event or
not. Consequently, the set of more probable error positions can
be found. The procedure is referred to “optimal position search”
in this paper. On the other hand, in conventional post-Viterbi
processor, without the consideration of useful property of error
detection code (namely, a periodic property of syndrome
sequence) and characteristic of the error event, a set of error
starting positions associated with any detectable error event is
the same as {1, 2,…,N}, which are all positions in recovered
codeword, and the set includes the positions where the
corresponding error event cannot occur. Thus, the error
correction of a post-Viterbi processor based on the set can result
in mis-positioning in error-location of an occurred error event.

In conventional post-Viterbi processor, all positions in
recovered codeword are considered as error starting positions,
and each matched filter computes the likelihood values of the
corresponding error event over these all positions and then it
outputs a position corresponding to the maximum one. Finally,
based on error-type and error starting position of error event
corresponding to the largest likelihood value among the
outputs of the matched filters, conventional post-Viterbi
processor performs the error correction. However, due to
channel noise, there is the possibility of mis-positioning that
the selected error starting position is incorrect. In addition to
mis-positioning, there is also the possibility of mis-selection
that the selected error-type is incorrect.
Firstly, in order to lessen mis-positioning in error-location,
the Section introduces a method for producing a set of more
probable error starting positions of each detectable error event
using a periodic property of syndrome sequence and
characteristic of error event instead of all positions in
recovered codeword. Secondly, in order to decrease misselection of actual error-type, the Section introduces an error
correction technique of a new post-Viterbi processor based on
the second and third largest ones, etc. as well as the largest
likelihood value. One common technique used as parity-check
code for error detection is known as a cyclic redundancy
check (CRC) code [10]-[12]. The (n, k) CRC code is specified
by its generator polynomial and the syndrome is the remainder
when a recovered codeword polynomial is divided by the
generator polynomial, where n is the length of codeword bits
TABLE 1
CRC-BASED SYNDROME SEQUENCE WITH A PRIMITIVE GENERATOR
2
3
POLYNOMIAL G(X) = 1+X +X

and k is the length of information bits. A primitive (or a nonprimitive) generator polynomial of degree m for CRC code
produces the same syndrome sequence of period (2m-1) (or
period < (2m-1)) with different order of syndrome values for
any dominant/non-dominant error events. When the CRC code
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detects the occurrence of any error event whose syndrome is
non-zero, the corresponding syndrome can provide a set of
likely error starting positions of an occurred any detectable
error event in recovered codeword. However, in conventional
post-Viterbi processor, the CRC code is not utilized to
generate a set of more likely error starting positions
corresponding to each dominant error event, but it is used to
only check for the presence of errors in recovered codeword.
With a CRC code with a primitive generator polynomial G(x)
= 1+x2+x3, Table 1 shows the syndrome sequence in decimal
number associated with each dominant error event that arises
in typical perpendicular magnetic recording systems [10][11].
Here, the [+2, -2] error event, for example, arises when the
correct bit pattern of [1, 1, 1, -1, 1, 1] is erroneously decoded
as [1, 1, -1, 1, 1, 1], and it is denoted by difference between [1,
1, 1, -1, 1, 1] and [1, 1, -1, 1, 1, 1]. +2 error and -2 error in [+2,
-2] error event are not distinguished; we simply use 1 to
represent an erroneous bit in [+2, -2] and 0 a correct bit.
Accordingly, [+2, -2] can be expressed as [1, 1]. In Table 1,
the first syndrome value in the second column means the
syndrome value when a corresponding dominant error event
starts to occur in the first position in a recovered codeword.
For example, syndrome value 6 for a dominant error event
r[2,-2] indicates that the error event starts to occur in the 1st
position in a recovered codeword. Likewise, syndrome value 6
for a dominant error event r[2,-2, 2,-2] is the syndrome value
when the error event starts to occur in the 5th position in a
recovered codeword. Since the syndrome sequence for each
dominant error event is a repeated version of a period-7 (=231) syndrome sequence, a set of likely error starting positions
for each dominant error event in codeword block can be
generated. For example, assuming that syndrome value
computed from a recovered codeword is 6, a set of possible
error starting positions for a dominant error event r[2,-2] is {1,
8,…,7k-6}, where k=1, 2,…,N/7. Moreover, from the set, it is
possible to generate a set of more probable error starting
positions by eliminating the positions in codeword block
without possibility that the dominant error event occurs. As a
simple example for optimal position search, (36, 33) CRC
code based on G(x) = 1+x2+x3 in Figure 1 is considered.
Suppose that an error event [-2, 2](=[1, 1]) occurs in the 3rd

Fig. 1. A way to find the possible positions for an occurred error event [-2
+2](=[1, 1]) based on its syndrome value 4.
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and 4th positions. The syndrome is computed as 4 in decimal
numbers, which assumes that an error event [-2, 2] is occurred
within a codeword. Based on the syndrome 4, the error event
must start either in position 3, 11, 18, 25 or 32, which is a set of
possible starting positions of the error event, t can be expected.
After checking two bits between each starting position and
ending position, i.e., [3, 4], [11, 12], [18, 19], [25, 26] and [32,
33], it is found that bits in positions 18 and 19 in r are all 1’s,
i.e., r18 = r19 = 1, and bits in positions 32 and 33 in r are all 0’s,
i.e., r32 = r33 = 0. Thus, from the set t, these positions are
eliminated because there is no probability that the error event [2, 2] occurs in these positions. Consequently, a set of possible
starting positions for the error event s is achieved. An error
event ê selected from a new post-Viterbi processor based on
optimal position search is given by
Lg 1
N
° t
°½
(2)
ê= arg max ®¦ eq , k ( ¦ gl eij, k  l )  K j ¾ ,
j
l 0
eiS
¯° k 1
¿°
j
where Sj means a set of error starting positions corresponding
to error-type j achieved by optimal position search. Main
difference between equations (1) and (2) is a set of assumed
error starting positions. The set in equation (1) is all positions
in recovered codeword irrespective of error events, while the
set in equation (2) depends on characteristic of the
corresponding error event and syndrome of recovered
codeword. It is no doubtable that the set in equation (2) is
more probable.
Conventional post-Viterbi processor performs the
correction of an occurred error event based on error-type and
its likely error positions associated with the largest likelihood
value among the outputs of all matched filters. The correction
based on the largest one can cause mis-selection of an
occurred error event in case that distinction between the
largest one and the other ones is ambiguous. Therefore, for
error correction, the consideration of the error types and their
error starting positions corresponding to the other ones as well
as the largest one can reduce mis-selection of an occurred
error event. We call the process list-correction. The listcorrection is performed by following steps.
TABLE 2
AN EXAMPLE OF A POST-VITERBI CORRECTION
BASED ON LIST-CORRECTION WITH L=2

Step 1. Perform the error correction in recovered codeword
based on error type jk and its likely error starting position
ik {1,2,3,..., N} corresponding to the k-th largest one, where k is
initially 1, and generate the re-estimated codeword
aikjk aˆ  eijkk .
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Step 2. Compute syndrome of the re-estimated codeword
S aikjk H T , where H is a parity check matrix.
Step 3. k = k+1 if the syndrome is non-zero. Otherwise, stop
the process and output aikjk .
Step 4. Repeat 1~3 steps until k > L, where L is the maximum
number of error correction through list-correction.

If syndrome after L-th correction is non-zero, it means that the
correction fails, and then the processor outputs the recovered
codeword with no correction. Conventional post-Viterbi processor
just performs Step 1 with L=1.
With (203, 200) CRC code based on g(x) = 1+x2+x3, Table 2
shows an example of the error correction of a new post-Viterbi
processor based on list-correction. In Table 2, the second column
shows the considered dominant error events, and the corresponding
likelihood value and error position are given in the first and third
columns, respectively. The result is obtained through simulation
when actual occurred error type and its error starting position are [2
-2 2] and 201, respectively. In this example, the likelihood values
corresponding to [2 -2 2 -2] and [2 -2 2] are the first and second
largest ones among the maximum outputs of all matched filters,
respectively. A conventional post-Viterbi processor accomplishes
the error correction based on j1 = [2 -2 2 -2] and i1 = 148 associated
with the largest one, and then it outputs re-estimated codeword
aikjk . As a result, the output includes more errors than before
correction and the result stems from mis-selection of an occurred
error event [2 -2 2] to [2 -2 2 -2]. On the other hand, a post-Viterbi
processor based on list-correction with L = 2 performs error
correction using j2 = [2 -2 2] and i2 = 201 corresponding to the
second largest one, again, and then it outputs the re-estimated
codeword with zero-syndrome (in other words, no error). As
shown to an example of Table 2, we can identify that the efficiency
of the list-correction is increased in case it is ambiguous that we
judge which one between maximum outputs (for example,
the first and second largest ones) of each matched filter is more
TABLE 3
AN EXAMPLE OF ERROR CORRECTION OF A NEW POST-VITERBI PROCESSOR
(a) OPTIMAL POSITION SEARCH (Sj)

(b) LIST-CORRECTION WITH L=2
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reliable. Table 3 shows an example of a post-Viterbi
correction using both optimal position search and listcorrection with L = 2 based on (203, 200) CRC code with
G(x) = 1+x2+x3. The result is obtained through simulation
when the syndrome of the recovered codeword is 2, and an
occurred error event and the corresponding error starting
position are r[2 -2] and 88, respectively. In Table 3(a), for
example, optimal position search for an error event r[2 -2 2 2] is performed as the following. The error event starts to
occur in the 1st position in a recovered codeword because
syndrome value computed from recovered codeword is 2, and
thus a set of likely error starting positions for r[2 -2 2 -2]
becomes {1, 8,…,7k-6}, where k=1, 2, 3,…, N/7, since the
syndrome sequence for each dominant error event is a
repeated version of a period-7 syndrome sequence. Moreover,
from the set, by eliminating positions in codeword without
possibility that r[2 -2 2 -2] occurs, set of optimal error starting
positions of the error event S3=[29, 106, 148] is obtained.
After optimal position search for the considered error events
in Table 3(a), each matched filter finds and outputs a position
with the maximum likelihood value among the corresponding
possible error starting positions, which are all elements of Sj.
As example, a matched filter associated with r[2 -2 2 -2]
outputs the likelihood value 5.2407 u e-2 corresponding to
position 106. Finally, in Table 3(b), based on the error type r
[2 -2] and its error positions [88 89] associated with the
largest one among outputs of all matched filters, listcorrection is performed and then re-estimated codeword with
zero-syndrome is generated. Accordingly, list-correction is
completed without processing until a given L=2. The reason is
because distinction between the first and second largest ones
is noticeable. If there is ambiguity, the error correction may be
performed twice (L=2). From Table 3(a), we can observe that
the size of Sj is smaller when length of an error event is
longer. The fact implies that probability of mis-positioning of
error event with longer length is much less than that of one
with smaller length.
Figure 2 shows the block diagram of a new post-Viterbi
processor. Here, K and L are the number of the considered
dominant error events and the maximum number of error
correction by list-correction, respectively, and K t L. In
Figure 2, bolded block and the routine for list-correction are
added to reduce mis-correction of conventional post-Viterbi
processor. Bolded block plays a significant role in decreasing
the probability of mis-positioning based on a set of more
probable error starting positions associated with each
detectable error event generated through optimal position
search. An error detection code belongs to two valuable
properties. The first one is error detection and the second one
is the generation of likely error positions of a detectable error
event using periodic property of syndrome sequence. Optimal
position search can be realized through the utilization of the
second property. However, in conventional post-Viterbi
processor, error detection code is not used to generate a set of
likely error starting positions, but it is utilized to only check
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Fig. 2. Block diagram of a new post-Viterbi processor based on both optimal position search and list-correction with a given L.

for the presence of errors in recovered codeword. The
utilization of the second property can improve performance of
conventional post-Viterbi processor. Routine of list-correction
plays a significant role in lessening mis-selection of an
occurred error event through the consideration of the other
ones as well as the largest likelihood value. Mis-selection
occurs in case that a likelihood value corresponding to actual
error-type does not become the largest one due to colored
noise. List-correction tries to minimize the impact of the
colored noise through at most L-time correction. In case that L
is 1 and optimal position search block is removed, the scheme
is the same as the conventional post-Viterbi processor. Figure
2 operates as follows. Data is encoded by an error detection
code encoder to produce the codeword ( a ) and then the
codeword is transmitted through the noisy channel. An
equalizer reshapes the transmitted codeword into equalizer
target response. The output of an equalizer ( qk ) is fed to the
ML detector and the ML detector recovers the transmitted
codeword based on the output of the equalizer. An error
detection code decoder computes the syndrome of the
recovered codeword ( â ). When the syndrome is non-zero, the
scheme generates the error signal ( qˆk ) and performs optimal
position search. Based on the error signal and possible error
starting positions for each dominant error event, each matched
filter finds a position yielding the maximum likelihood value
and then it outputs likelihood value associated with the
position. Finally, based on the error types and their error
positions corresponding to the first and second largest ones,
and so on among these likelihood values, the scheme performs
list-correction with a given L and then it generates reestimated codeword ( aikjk ). The validation of the correction

The bit error rates (BERs) of conventional and new postViterbi processors are simulated and compared at user density
Du=1.4 with the equalizer target response of g(D) = 1 + 6D +
7D2 + 2D3 over perpendicular recording. User density Du is
given by Du = RCRC u Dc, where RCRC is code rate of the CRC
code and Dc is channel density. The dominant error events
(K=6) at user density 1.4 are the same as the first column in
Table 1. The maximum number of error correction through
list-correction L is 3. As a reference, BER of PRML (1, 6, 7,
2) system and the ideal BER (bound), which is obtained under
assumption that the correction of any single dominant/nondominant error event occurred in recovered codeword is
perfect, are also shown at the same user density. The signalto-noise ratio (SNR) has been defined in [11] as the energy of
the first derivative of the transition response Edt to the noise
spectral density. The noise parameter N 50 in the SNR
definition signifies a mixture of 50% additive white Gaussian
noise and 50% jitter noise. Figure 3 shows BERs of
conventional and new post-Viterbi processors. It is seen that
both post-Viterbi processors produce considerable
performance gains compared to PRML (1, 6, 7, 2) system. In
particular, new schemes provide more performance gain than
the conventional one. The fact implies that new schemes

depends on syndrome of the codeword. If the syndrome is
zero, the process is halted. Otherwise, the process is repeated
until at most L. It means that the error correction fails in case
that a codeword with zero-syndrome is not found until L-th
error correction.
IV. SIMULATION RESULTS

A (203, 200) CRC code generated by G(x) = 1+x2+x3 is
used as an error-detection code and the code can detect the
dominant error events for perpendicular recording [10][11].

Fig. 3. Comparison of BERs at user density 1.4.
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yield rare mis-correction through optimal position search and
list-correction with L=3, while conventional scheme suffers
from unignorable mis-correction for the set of dominant error
events. The performance loss of conventional scheme stems
from generation of either an error event of the same length as
the occurred dominant error event due to mis-positioning, or an
error event even longer than an occurred error event due to misselection. However, the frequency is significantly reduced
through application of both optimal position search and listcorrection to conventional scheme. From performance
comparison of the schemes using optimal position search (OPS),
list-correction (LC) or both techniques, we estimate that most of
mis-correction is generated by mis-positioning because scheme
using OPS outperforms scheme using LC. Meanwhile, the
performance of the scheme using both techniques is close to that
of the scheme using optimal position search and their
performance difference is not noticeable. The result implies that
optimal position search itself considerably reduces the
probability of mis-selection as well as mis-positioning.
An (n, k, t) Reed–Solomon (RS) code can correct up to t
symbol errors in an n-symbol code block that includes k
information symbols. Here, we attempt to compute the symbol
error rate (SER), defined as the ratio of the number of
uncorrectable sectors to the total number of received sectors.
One popular way of doing this calculation is based on the
multinomial distribution for the probabilities of the symbol
error events with different lengths [4][6]-[9][13].
For each length-i symbol error (i.e., i consecutive erroneous
RS symbols), where i = 1, },k, let xi and pi respectively be the
number and the probability of occurrence. The probability
density function based on the multinomial distribution is then
described by [6][10]:
n!
f X 1 ,", X k ( x1 , " , x k )
 p1x1 p 2x2 " p kxk 11 (3).
x1! x 2 !" x k 1!

Here, xk+1 and pk+1 denote the number and the probability of no
erroneous symbols in a sector, and accordingly,
and

¦

k 1
i 1

xi

¦

k 1
i 1

pi

1

n . The probabilities pi’s are estimated from the

captured symbol error statistics.
To compute the SER for 512-information-byte sectors, a
shortened RS code based on Galois field GF (210) is used [9].
The overall user density Duc taking into account the outer RS
code is defined as Duc Du u RRS , where RRS is the code rate
of the outer RS code. Since an (n, k, t) shortened RS code can
correct up to t symbol errors in a sector and does not require
an interleaving, the probability of an uncorrectable sector,
which is the SER, is simply given by
Psector

1  ¦ " ¦ f X 1 ," , X k ( x1 , " , x k ),
x1

(4)

xk

where the sum is over all combinations of x1 ,", xk such that

¦

k
i 1

i  xi d t .

Figure 4 compares the SERs of PRML (1, 6, 7, 2) system
and conventional and new post-Viterbi processors using a
(420, 410, 5) outer RS code. The overall user density Duc is
approximately 1.33. The channel density Dc for post-Viterbi
processor is around 1.35. The proposed schemes attain the
SER improvement and specially, the performance of schemes
using optimal position search or both techniques is noticeable
and is close to that of ideal SER. The SNR gain is seen to be
around 1.2 dB at SER = 10-10 compared to conventional
scheme.
V. CONCLUSION

The paper has proposed two methods for reducing miscorrection, which is main source of bit errors in conventional
post-Viterbi processor based on error detection code. One is
optimal position search for reducing mis-positioning in errorlocation, and the other is list-correction for reducing misselection in error type. The SNR gains of new system using
these techniques relative to conventional scheme have been
evaluated at both the same BERs as well as at the same SERs
at the output of the RS decoder. The gains are significant.
Thus, we conclude that new techniques can be a candidate as
desirable solution for future high-capacity storage systems.
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